Abstract-The well-known Omori law is represented in the form of the differential equation describing the evolution of the aftershock activity. The interpretation of the evolution equation is suggested. It is based on the idea of deactivation of the faults in the vicinity of the main shock of the earthquake. The generalization of the Omori law with the allowance for the nonstationarity of the medium in the source, which is cooling after the main shock, is presented.
INTRODUCTION
In 1894, Omori published the result that is nowadays referred to as the Omori law. He discovered that the aftershock rate hyperbolically decays with time:
(1)
Here, (Omori, 1896) . In practice, a more general record is typically used:
This formula is commonly known as the OmoriUtsu law (Utsu, 1961; Utsu et al., 1995) . Parameter p is, generally speaking, place-and case-dependent: it varies from place to place and from case to case. For example, according to the observations of the aftershocks in California, p varies from 0.5 to 1.5, and its average value is only slightly above unity: (Reasenberg and Jones, 1989) .
In the present work, firstly, an attempt is made to interpret the empirical Omori law (1). Secondly, the generalization of the law is suggested which differs from the Omori-Utsu generalization (2).
REFORMULATION
Assume that the Omori law in form (1) is exact. The second assumption conjectures that (1) is the solution of a certain differential equation describing the evolution of the aftershock activity. From these two assumptions it follows that the evolution equation has the following form:
Indeed, the solution of Eq. (3) ( 4) coincides with (1) if we set and At first glance, Eq. (3) is nothing more than another form of the hyperbolic Omori law; however, this is the first glance only. Let us take into account the fact that in the modeling of natural phenomena, in many cases, it is easier to interpret the evolution equation itself than the set of its solutions. In our case, the representation of the Omori law in the form of Eq. (3) opens a fascinating possibility to gain a physical interpretation of the aftershock sequence in which the rate of the events, on average, monotonically decreases with time.
3. INTERPRETATION Equation (3) gives a clue regarding the analogy between the decaying aftershock sequence and the decreasing density of the ionospheric plasma due to the recombination of oppositely charged ions. We recall that the radiative recombination of the pairs of oppositely charged particles in the ionosphere follows the scheme (5) where is molecular oxygen, is ionic oxygen, is an electron, and is a photon. Recombination annihilates a pair of charges and produces a neutral molecule and photon. Let ( ) be the positive (neg-( ) 6) where σ is the coefficient of recombination. In the ionosphere, within a high level of accuracy, and this means that Eq. (6) practically coincides with (3).
Let us deepen the revealed formal analogy. To this end, we should try to find a pair in the Earth's crust to play the role of the oppositely charged particles in the ionosphere. Our hypothesis is that two sides of a fault is a suitable pair of such kind. We consider a fault with the tangential stresses applied to its sides. We denote this fault by the symbol ↑↓ and refer to it as an active fault. A passive fault where tangential stresses are absent is denoted by symbol ||. A probability exists that a rupture will rip the active fault and that an earthquake will occur. By analogy with reaction (5), we may record this in the symbolic form: (7) Let n be the number of the active faults in the epicentral zone of the main shock. By analogy with (6), we write out the following relationship: (8) From this, formula (3) follows With this interpretation of the Omori law, quantity is the average frequency of deactivation of the active faults.
DISCUSSION
Hence, contrary to the common opinion, we consider the hyperbolic dependence (1) as a fundamental law and relationship (2) as the approximating function. This raises the question on how, in this case, should we explain the fact that in practice the fitting parameter p significantly differs from unity? The point is perhaps the following. After the main shock, relaxation processes begin in the source. Figuratively speaking, the source gradually cools. However, this means that the aftershocks emerge in the nonstationary medium. In our hypothetical and extremely simplified model (3), there is only one way to take into account this nonstationarity: the parameter which has been so far assumed to be constant should now be replaced by the time-dependent function Then, instead of (4), we obtain the following solution of Eq. (3): (9) Thus, in the suggested interpretation, the deviation from the strictly hyperbolic Omori law (1), which is observed in practice, is accounted for by the nonstationarity of the medium. The nonstationarity is associated with the relaxation of the rocks in the source area after the main shock. Among the other factors responsible for the deviation from the law (1) we note the round-the-world seismic echo whose cumulative effect on the cooling source of the earthquake activates the aftershocks (Guglielmi et al., 2014; Guglielmi, 2015) .
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, it is shown that the Omori law can be represented in the form of the differential equation describing the evolution of the aftershock activity. The interpretation of the evolution equation with allowance for the deactivation of the faults in the epicentral area of the main shock is suggested. The generalization of the Omori law which takes into account the nonstationarity of the medium in the source, which cools after the main shock, is presented. 
